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PROBLEM.BASED LEARNING AND ITS APPLICATION INTO
SCIENCE EDUCATION

Özlem S. ÇAKIR* Ceren TEKKAY A**

ABSTRACT : Science can provide humanity with
knowledge about the biophysical environment and the so-
cial behaviors needed to develop effective solutions to hu-
manity's local and global problems. Every day, people fa-
ce with many problems, such as pollution, health prob-
lems, and family crises. it is essential that schools and te-
achers provide students with meaningful opportunities to
help them solve problems. As a science educator, our
most important goals are to teach children to be abIe to
overcome real life problems. Therefore, we'd like to rese-
arch how to assist students in developing skills to enable
them to solve these problems. This research will focus on
problem-based leaming and its integration into science
education. Specifically, this paper will answer the follo-
wing questions: What is problem-based learning? How
was problem-based leaming organized? What are the ad-
vantages and disadvantages related to the use of problem-
based learning? How can it be integrated into science ins-
truction?

KEY WORDS: Prohlem-based learning, prohlem- hased

learning curriculum, instructional methods. science education

ÖZET: Bireyler yaşamları boyunca çevre kirliliği, sağlık

ve ailevi sorunlar gibi birçok problemle karşılaşırlar. Bi-
lim, insanı bölgesel ve evrensel problemlere etkili çözüm-

ler bulmasını sağlayacak bilgilerle donatır. Bu nedenle

okullar da öğrencilere günlük hayatta karşılaşacakları
problemleri çözmeyi öğreneceği fırsatlar yaratılmalıdır.

Fen bilimi eğitimcileri olarak, öğrencilere gerçek hayatta
karşılaşacakları problemleri çözmeyi öğretmek en önemli

hedetlerden biri olmalıdır. Bu amaç doğrultusunda hazırla-

nan derleme türündeki bu çalışmada, öğrencilerin gerçek
hayatta karşılaşacakları problemleri çözebilecek yetenekler
kazanmasını sağlayacak "probleme-dayalı öğrenme" yön-

temi açıklanarak araştırılmıştır. Fen bilgisi öğretimine nasıl
entegre edilebileceği sorularına cevap vermeye çalışılmıştır.

ANAHT AR SÖZCÜKLER: Prohleme-dayah Öğrenme,

prohleme dayalt Nirenme müfi'edatı. Öğretim metotları,fen hilgi-

Si e,~itimi

1. INTRODUCTION

In traditional classrooms students experience

problems after they have been presented with in-

formation. Students often do not know the rationa-

le for the things theyare leaming. Of ten, the

problems that students face, come from practice

exercises that are so narrow in focus and abstract

in context. Brooks and Brooks [1] state that "...

the problems are presented to students after all in-

formation is taught, sending the implicit, though

false, impression that professional problems only

arise in venues where all the information needed

for building is aıready at hand".

Most traditional instructional experiences for

children are teacher-centered and textbook orien-

ted, environments which are generally repetitious

and poorly organized [2]. In 1956, Dewey [3] cha-

racterized these traditional educational experien-

ces as a process of teaching knowledge into a

child's mind instead of helping them develop their

talents and abilities. In contrast, children should

enjoy an exciting atmosphere in which theyare

provided with opportunities to explore their world
[4]. Dewey [3] believed in constructing each

child's environment based upon the interest of the

child. He further stated that the school must con-

nect classroom life to the child's life, in other
words, the classroom needs to be as real as that is

experience d in the child's home, neighborhood,

and playground. This theory is known as the cons-

tructivist theory of education [5] which is the ba-

~isof problem-based leaming [6].
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2. Problem Based Learning Curriculum

2.1. Problem-Based Learning

Problem-based learning (PBL) is a pedago-
gical strategy for posing significant, contextuali-
zed, real world situations and providing resources,
guidance, and interaction to learners as they deve-
lop content knowledge and problem solving skills
[7]. It is truly students-centered, helping students

to be able to be responsible for their own learning
style. In problem-based learning, students colla-
borate to study the issues of a problem as they
striye to create viable solutions. Therefore, prob-

lem-based learning is different from the traditio-
nal learning methods (Table 1). Features of a
problem-based learning are as follows: First one
is the cumulative learning. That is, students are
not taught in depth at any one time, but theyare
introduced repeatedly and in inercasing levels of
complexity during the course of study. Second
one is the integrated learning. Here, students are
introduced with interdisciplinary content as they
relate to a problem. Third one is the progression
in learning: what and how students learn changes
as they get skills and knowledge throughout the ti-
me. Fourth one is consisteney in learning. Thus,
the aims of problem-based learning are renected
in all aspects of teaching and learning process,
including the learning environment in the cJassro-
om while practicing. The same resources are avai-
lable to students in PBL as to students in a more
traditional curriculum. The primary difference is
that. PBL students have responsibility to define
which resources they will use. Resourees availab-
le to PBL students include faculty, libraries, com-
puter information system, computer laboratories
and other laboratories.

PBL changes the order of the learning proce-
dures (Table 2). It renects the learning and prob-
lem-solving that occurs in real life. In the prob-
lcm-based learning modeL, learning begins after
stuclents confront with an ill-structurecl problcm -

there is not meant to be one solution, ancl as new
information is gathered in a reiterative process,

perception of the problem, and thus the solution

changes. All of the information that they collect

for studyare learned for solving the problem. lust

as a scientist, who woulcl not perform an experi-

ment before identifying a question, stuclents in

problem-based learning class do not start learning

until they have encountered an ill-structured prob-

lem to solve [8].

2.2. Origination of Problem-Based

Learning

Problem-based learning originated in medical

schools at Case Western Reserve University in the

United States in the 1950s, and McMaster Univer-

sity in Canada in the 1960s. The problem-based

approach was developed to improve the medical

education by changing a traditional curriculum to

an integrated curriculum structured by "real life"

problems crossing traditional discipline boundari-

es. When European style formality dominated me-

dical education, McMaster wanted to create a less

stressful educational experience for students. The
program they developed - problem-based learning

curriculum - changed interactian between teacher-

student in the classrooms. Competition changed

to cooperation: one-way now of data become a

free now of information among in class [9]. At

McMaster, problem-based learning curriculum fo-

cused on two processes: first, putıing students in

small groups, second, providing instruction so

students investigated real problems while treating

real patients. Using patient records, students were

supposed to determine a patient's medical prob-

lem. The questions generated as students continu-

ed diagnosis and treatment became guidelines for

the course's contenL The main teaching method

lay in smail group discussion. The most impor-

tant result of McMaster's program was that lectu-

rc became discussion forums and everyone acti-

vely engaged in learning. Classes shifted their fo-

cus from facts to an emphasis on meaningful in-

formation to help solve patient's problem s [ıoJ
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Table ı. Comparison of Problem-Based Leaming and other instructional approaches (IIIinois Mathematics and Science Academy)

3. Integration of Problem- Based
Learning into Instruction

Finkle and Torp [11] stated that "problem-
based leaming are curriculum development and
instructional system that spontaneously improves
problem solving strategies, disciplinary knowled-
ge-bases and skills by placing students in the acti-
ve role of problem solvers who are come across
with ill-structured problem", Students can face
with problems as aresearch project, a case met-
hod, and a design project. Therefore, it is used to
engage students in leaming,

The relevance of problem ın PBL is a pri-
mary issue according to cognitive theory, Brooks

and Brooks [1] stated that, it is one of the univer-
sal principles of constructivist teaching, The prob-
lem scenario should challenge student's original

hypothesis, Keller [12] states "the challenge, in-
congruity, anomaly, or discrepant event creates a
springboard to activity based on cognitive disso-
nance", For example, in order to leam a new con-
cept, students must first recognize a problem and
their inability to solve it [13]. Students' inability
to solve problems is due to presentation of a
"discrepant event". A discrepant event is a state-
ment or situation which creates a state of disequi-
librium (or cognitive dissonance), The disequilib-
rium forces questioning to prevent uncertainty
and enter a state of equilibri um again [14], There-
fare, it is necessary for teachers to create new fra-
meworks for the classroom if they want to use the
PBL. Savery & Duffy [15] state "students may
confront with a problem, They discuss the prob-
lem, generate hypothesis, identify relevant facts,

and leaming issues or objectives based on their



ı. Explore the problem, create hypotheses, identify issues. Elaborate.

2. Try to solve the problem with what you currently know. From this will com e a elearer idea of what you aıready

that is pertinent.

3. ldentify what you do not know and therefore what you need to know because your lack of knowledge is impe-
ding the solution of the problem.

4. Prioritize the learning needs, set learning goals and objectives, and allocate resources so that you know what
is expected of you by when. For a group, members can identify which task each will do.

5. Self-study and preparation

6. For a group, share the new knowledge effectively so that all the group learn the information.

7. Apply the knowledge to solve the problem.

8. Give yourself feedback by assessing the new knowledge, the problem solution and the effectiveness of the pro-
cess used. Reflect on the process.
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Table 2. Tasks of Problem-Based Learning

analysis of the problem. if prerequisite knowled-
ge relevant to problem's resolution is missing,
then students are responsib1e for its accommodati-
on". They also provide following suggestions for
structuring a problem-based learning envıron-
ment: 1) Base all learning activities to a task or
problem. 2) Encourage the 1earner to develop-
ments ownership for the problem or task. 3) Pre-
pare an authentic task. 4) Prepare the task and the
learning environment to reflect the complexity of
the environment where students should be invol-
ved in every stage of their learning. 5) Provide
opportunity to give the learner ownership of the
process used to develop a solution. 6) Prepare the
learning environment to support and challenge le-
arner's thinking. Encourage testing ideas against
alternatiye views and alternatiye context.

The following characteristics of PBL are
summarized by Bridges and Hallinger [16]. First,
Ll real world problem is the starting point. Se-
cond, knowledge that students should obtain is
organized around prob1ems, not disciplines.
Third, students have the major responsibility for
their own learning. Fourth, learning occurs within
the context of smail groups rather than lectures.
Norman and Schmidt [17] stated that there are
three roles for PBL. The acquisition of knowled-
ge, the mastery of concepts that can be used to

solve similar problems, and the acquisition of pri-
or examples that can be used in similar problem-
solving situations in the future.

Using ill-structured prob1ems is a key ele-
ment of problem-based learning. Ill-structured re-
alistic problems differ from the well structured
ones in most school textbooks in several ways.
Stepien et aL., [18] stated some of the features of
ill-structured problem. First, students need more
information that is presented to them and this mis-
sing information will help them understand what
is occurring and help them decide what actions
are required for solution. Second, there is no right
way for conducting the investigation; that is, each
problem is unique. Third, the problem changes as
more information is found. Fourth, students act
as decision maker to solve the real-world prob-
1ems.

The study of Stepien & Gallagher [19] illust-
rates the use of an ill-structured problem in the
following scenario. Students collect information
and list it under a heading entitled: "What do we
know?" Under this heading students activate prior
knowledge and discuss the situation. They analy-

ze and find a problem statement. The problem sta-
tement is a starting point and may be changed as
new information comes to light. Under a second
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heading, there is a list termed "what do we need
to know?" Here, students list questions that must
be answered to find missing knowledge. The third
one, "What should we do?" Students gather infor-
mation from the classroom. While new informati-
on comes to light, it is analyzed for its usefulness
in the problem statement. Another essential featu-
re of PBL is student ownership. if students do
not own the problem, they spend their time trying
to figure out what the teacher wants. Hence, teac-
her should avoid giying out too much informati-
on. Doing so implies that there is a 'correct ans-
wer' and takes away students ownership of the
problem. Therefore, in a PBL classroom, teachers
function as metacognitive coaches; "...serving as
models thinking aloud with students and practi-
cing behavior they want their students to use"
[19J (p.27). What is going on here? What do we
need to know more about? What did we do during
the problem that was effective? Teachers prompt
students to use questions and take responsibility
for the problem. Students must be given time and
stimulation to find relevant information and the
opportunity to modify their points of view. They
a]so need time to think about the situation or sce-
nario, form their own answer and accept the risk
of sharing answers with peers [1]. By this way,
students become self-directed leamers.

Students' specific tasks in a problem-based
leaming environment include: 1) Determining the
problem 2) Creating a problem statement 3) Iden-
tifying information to understand the problem 4)
Defining the resources to gather information 5)
Producing possible altemative solutions 6) Analy-
zing the solutions 7) Presenting the solutions
orally or in writing.

Cognitive researchers and theorists suggest
that cooperative leaming improve concept deve-
lopment and problem solving. According to Pia-
get, the importance of peers comes from their abi-
lity to share ideas. Vygotsky argued that leaming
occurs in social contexts and is intemalized at a
later time.

He proposed a zone of proximal develop-

ment*** to deseribe the differences between a
students ability to solve a problem alone and
with the help of a more "knowledge person". In
addition, Tanner and Keedy [20] state "leaming
is a social activity and intervention of teachers
should encourage the development of students me-
ta-cognitive skills****". Problem-based leaming
environment directs students to study in groups
and also, directs students to take help from know-
ledgeable person.

Advantages of problem-based leaming can

be summarized as follows: Improves problem sol-
ving skills, develops an effectiye and an efficient
clinical reasoning process, integrates knowledge,
maintains life-long leaming, increaşes early clini-
cal experience [lO], increases student-faculty inte-
raction, increases motivation, promotes meaning-
ful leaming [21], creates opportunity for critical
thinking, metacognitive growth, and identifies

students' leaming needs [22]. In spite of advanta-
ges, there have been also some problems in imple-
menting PBL. Students familiar with the traditio-
nal "talk and chalk" in classrooms can be uncom-
fortable with the PBL for awhile. Therefore, the
teachers should convince students that theyare re-
searchers looking for solutions to problems that
may not have one "right answer". They will ex-
pect the teacher to prescribe a number of tasks,
events, and concepts. Students who adapt traditio-

nal teaching may feel uncomfortable with PBL ro-
les when they have to do research, talk with peers,
and make up unique products. if students are new
to PBL, they may actually leam less at first. Be-
coming comfortable with PBL will take at least a
year and this mode will consume more of teac-

her' s energy. Teachers new to the PBL may give
students key variables, too much information, or
simplify problem for them. These are reducing
the effectiveness of the PBL.

The difference between the difficulty level of o problem, o chil d can deal with independently and the level that can be occomplished

with the help of more expert individuols.

Skills and knowledge used to regulate thinking and learning.

*:1<*

****
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3.1. Integrating Problem. Based
Learning Curriculum in to Science
Education

Science bases on truth and factual informati-
on. Many people see science as students taking re-
al measurements and working with this real infor-
mation to learn scientific concepts, and to be in-
volved in developing their own problem solving
methods.

Studies ın precollege classrooms have
shown that science learning has little effect on
any of the three areas of scientific literacy: un-
derstanding basic science concepts, understanding
the process of science, and understanding the ef-
fect of science on society [23]. Therefore, schools
need to change their approach to science educati-
on if they want to prepare citizens to make decisi-
ons on science-related issues. The curriculum
must be changed so that science instruction beco-
mes relevant in the real world. It is a good idea to
approximate the processes involved as closely as
possible given the age s of the learners involved.

Stepien & Gallagher [24] stated the brief
steps of the scientific process: 1) Determine a go-
od problem 2) Learn information about the prob-
!em 3) Decide which experiments, observations,
and calculations can help a solution of the prob-
lem 4) Conduct the experiments, observations,
and calculations 5) Decide whether the results
help to a better understanding of the problem. If
they do not, either go back to step two and refine
your statement of the problem, so it is more trac-
table or go back to step three. if they do, go to
step six. 6) Share your results: talk and publish.
Most science programs focus only on the second
and fourth items on the list, leaving out some of
the most important parts of the practice of sci'.n-
ce. However, the scope of scientific reasoning ref-
lected in the list is closely related to the reaso-
ning students experience in problem-based lear-
nıng.

The staff and practitioners of College of Wil-
liam and Mary found that "the problem-based le-
arning structure could be adapted for science by

ensuring the inclusion of some important compo-
nents of the scientific process and by careful at-
tention to the inclusion of science concepts" [24](
p,137). Specifically, the staff identified four
adaptations essential making problem-based lear-
ning reflect closely possible science practice.

1. Students focus on the problem concerning
a science concept. Using that problem
and the concept, students investigate the
significance of science content.

2. Students have the opportunity to test their
ideas experimentally. Students should
generate some of the data to solve their
problems themselves rather than depen-
ding on the work of others (teacher -
supplied information, or information from
experts and mentors).

3. Students have the opportunity to manage
their own data, that is, students learn how
to keep good notebooks, learn techniques
to record data, save and store data.

4. Students have the opportunity to present
their solutions which can be arranged in
either the "talk" or the "publish" format.
Groups of students present their reports
orally in a conference format, develop a
poster session, or put together an issue of
scientific journal for distribution. Stu-
dents are involved in the instructional
process, respond by building their own
cognitive structures which form the mea-
ning of their world [25].

4. Current Status of PBL in Turkey

PBL studies in Turkey is mostly concentra-
ted on the medical sciences. According to Emerk
[26], PBL increases motivation, teaches how to

solve problems, reinforces learning and recalling,
gives responsibility to students and support lear-
ning on their own accord. Moreover, it improves
communication and analysis-synthesis skills
which is necessary for physicians. On the other
hand, in PBL, students learn how to learn which
may lead to misunderstanding and lack of know-
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ledge. Emerk, stating that PBL provides integrati-
on of general science disciplines into medicine,
believes that it should be adapted into Turkish
Education System and implemented in our curri-
cula considering not only at the university but al-
sa the lower grades. Kırkalı [27] stresses the role
of educatar in the PBL sessions. She defines the
educator as an important element of PBL and sug-
gests that educator should be a catalyst rather
than being a substrate in active education.

Many of the seminars and symposiums done
in Turkey revealed that there is a general consen-
sus conceming the replacement of teacher-
centered methods with student centered one. For
example, the curricula of the Faculty of Medicine
in the University of 9 Eylül was shifted from tra-
ditional approach to the problem-based system
which has started to be implemented in the 1997-
1998 academic year [28]. Aims of this system inc-
lude acquisition of knowledge, attainment of cog-
nitive, communication and clinical skills, acquisi-
tion of professional values and grasp the medical
issues from ethical perspective. Major characteris-
tics of the curricula can be summarized as fol-
lows: society-based, integrated education, student
centered, problem-based, competency-based. Gü-
ner [28], who evaluated the problem-based active
educational system in the University of 9 Eylül,
suggests that PBL applied to biochemistry courses
increases motivation, provides better retention,
improves the use of knowledge, and eliminates
student' s conflict about how to use their aıready
existing knowledge.

5. CONCLUSION

One approach reparted in the educatian lite-
rate that enables students to utilize both their
knowledge from various sources and to develop
their reasoning skills within a discipline area is
problem -based leaming [29, 30]. This approach
moves education just from teaching information
by teacher, to a situation where the leaming is stu-

dent-centered with students exerting much more
controlover the leaming to be completed [22].

Problem-based leaming is an instructional
method that challenges students to "leam to le-
am", working cooperatively in groups, to seek so-
lutions to real world problems. It is one of the
most suitable ways for students to engage in real
life problems. These problems are used to engage
students' curiosity and initiate leaming the subject
matter. Students are given ill-structured problems
and do research into them.

While researching the solution they leam sci-
ence concepts and alsa, concepts of the other dis-
ciplines. In addition, they choose relevant data to
reach to the resulL Students engaged with these
kinds of problems simultaneously improve their
problem solving skills. As we know, one of the
most important goal of the science education is to
educate student to be able to construct own ideas
and solve problems accordingly. Therefore, as sci-
ence educatars, problem-based learning should be
our primary guideline in instruction.

We believe PBL promises to improve the stu-
dents' critical and analytical thinking at alllevels
of schooling from kindergarten to grade twelve
and can be readily adapted to any subject area or
discipline. Therefore teachers and educators sho-
uld take PBL into consideration inorder to impro-
ve the curriculum and instruction in science edu-
catian and develop new science instructian mo-
dels and put into practice.
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